DESIGN FOR A FRAGILE PLANET
Across three public events, humanitarian architects will explore divergent pathways and projects in designing for marginalised communities.

PUBLIC INTEREST DESIGN MASTERCLASS – BRYAN BELL (USA, Founder Design Corps)
August 6 - KOORIE HERITAGE TRUST
Training on how designers can expand their practices through working on a wide range of collaborative fee-based and pro bono projects with and for diverse community groups. - Sponsored by HASSELL

INDIGENOUS ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN FORUM: CULTURAL HERITAGE AND CLOSING THE GAP
August 6 - KOORIE HERITAGE TRUST
ELIZABETH GRANT, JEFA GREENAWAY + more
The Indigenous Architecture and Design Forum will explore the nexus between cultural heritage, design and the wellbeing of Indigenous peoples.

PUBLIC LECTURE: DESIGN FOR A FRAGILE PLANET
August 7 - RMIT DESIGN HUB
Hear three humanitarian architects explore divergent pathways and projects in designing for marginalized communities.

BRYAN BELL (USA)
SAIJA HOLLMÉN (FINLAND)
KIRTEE SHAH (INDIA)
HUMANITARIAN ARCHITECTURE WEEK

Design for a fragile planet

5–7 AUGUST 2019

6 AUGUST 2019

Jefa Greenaway
Elizabeth Grant
How can designers acknowledge the cultural histories of Australia's Indigenous people and contribute to CLOSING THE GAP?

7 AUGUST 2019

Bryan Bell
Kirtée Shah
Saija Holmén
Three architects explore divergent pathways and projects in designing globally for marginalised communities

PUBLIC INTEREST DESIGN MASTERCLASS

6 AUGUST 2019

9:00am–1:00pm
Koorie Heritage Trust
$40 incl. gst

Bryan Bell
How designers can expand their practices through working on a wide range of collaborative faith-based and pro bono projects with, and for, diverse community groups.
HUMANITARIAN ARCHITECTURE WEEK

Design for a fragile planet

5–7 AUGUST 2019

REGISTRATION: humanitarianarchitectureweek2019.eventbrite.com